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Abstract—In the race for Gigabit wireless links, IEEE in-
troduced 802.11ad, an amendment aimed at delivering Gbps
capacities in a WLAN setting by leveraging the 60 GHz band.
The key innovation of the standard is its beamforming training
protocol. Executed periodically at the beginning of every beacon
interval, it enables the formation of directional links. To address
contention during the uplink part of beamforming training,
802.11ad introduced A-BFT (Access-BeamForming Training), an
Aloha-inspired, two-level backoff race. While central to the
functionality of 802.11ad networks, the performance of A-BFT,
however, remains poorly understood.

In this paper, we propose an analytical finite-population model
for evaluating the performance of 802.11ad A-BFT under the
assumption of ideal channel conditions. After using an open-
source simulator to demonstrate its accuracy, we use our model
to assess the performance of A-BFT. We find that a counter-
intuitive, quit-easily/be-lazy approach by the stations leads to the
best overall beamforming training performance.

I. Introduction
IEEE has emerged as a leader in mmWave technology with

the introduction of 802.11ad [1], an amendment aimed at offer-
ing Gigabit capacities in a WLAN setting. 802.11ad products
operating in the 60 GHz band can be now found on high-end
laptops, routers [2] and, most recently, on smartphones [3].
However, if mmWave currently offers several GHz of mostly
idle spectrum, it is because it suffers from poor propaga-
tion characteristics, making directional antennas essential [4].
As a result, neighbor discovery, the most basic networking
primitive, becomes particularly challenging [5]. While with
traditional, omni-directional antennas, simply broadcasting a
beacon suffices to discover a station in range, with directional
communications a catch-22 situation emerges. Discovering
neighbors requires communication but communication requires
knowing the location of potential neighbors so as to steer the
signal beam in the right direction.

802.11ad addresses the directional neighbor discovery chal-
lenge by introducing a beamforming training protocol, executed
at the beginning of every beacon interval. In short, it breaks the
catch-22 using a two-phase process. First, the access point (AP)
transmits a series of control packets in all possible directions
(sectors in the standard’s language) while stations receive in
quasi-omnidirectional mode. A station receiving at least one
of the control packets is able to identify the best sector the AP
needs to use to reach it. It feeds this information back to the
AP in the second phase, during which the roles are reversed.
Stations transmit control packets in all sectors while the AP
receives in quasi-omnidirectional mode. If the AP successfully

receives a station’s control packets, it can determine: a) the
best sector to use to transmit to the particular station and b)
the best sector the station needs to transmit to the AP. The
process finishes with the AP feeding this information back to
the station.
The downlink part of the 802.11ad beamforming training,

with only the AP transmitting, is simple protocol-wise. In
the uplink part, however, multiple stations may attempt to
transmit their control packets to the same access point, leading
to contention. To complicate matters further, stations transmit in
directional mode, significantly limiting the efficiency of carrier
sensing at resolving contention. 802.11ad’s answer to this
challenge is Access-Beamforming Training (A-BFT), a novel,
Aloha-like protocol using a two-level backoff race. A-BFT is
divided into a fixed number of time slots, with stations allowed
to transmit at the beginning of a slot without checking if the
channel is busy. Should a collision occur, stations execute a
backoff using a fixed contention window equal to the number of
slots in A-BFT. If a station fails to transmit its control packets
after attempting a maximum number of times, it transitions into
idle mode. An idle station is not allowed to transmit and has
to enter the idle-state backoff. It selects at random a number
between zero and a maximum contention window, set by the
standard, and decrements it once per beacon interval. At the
end of the backoff, the station can transition back to active.

Fundamental to 802.11ad, the performance of the beamform-
ing training protocol remains poorly understood. To the best
of our knowledge, the basic question of how long it will take
for a link to be established between a station and an access
point – equivalent to computing the time it takes for a station
to successfully transmit its control packets during A-BFT –
remains open. As the first IEEE mmWave technology, recently
making its way into consumer products, the primary focus
has been on evaluating the overall performance of 802.11ad
networks using off-the-shelf hardware and/or simulations [6]–
[12]. A few works have considered A-BFT but it has been
mostly using simulations [13], [14]. The analytical models
introduced in [15], [16] cannot address A-BFT’s basic question.
In this work, we aim at introducing an analytical model

allowing to assess the performance of A-BFT as a function
of its three parameters: 1) the number of slots in A-BFT, Ns;
2) the maximum number of failed attempts in active state,
MaxA; 3) the idle-state contention window, MaxI . While A-
BFT is inspired by Aloha, analyzing it presents new and distinct
challenges due to its innovative two-level backoff race and the
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fact that it is interrupted regularly by the data transmission
phase of 802.11ad. In short, we address this challenge by
introducing the concept of a virtual slot and a discrete-time
Markov chain that accurately models A-BFT.

Our main contributions may be summarized as follows:
• We introduce the first analytical finite-population model that
can compute the time it takes for a station to successfully
transmit its control packets during A-BFT as a function of
its three parameters, under the assumption of ideal channel
conditions (Section III). The model is simple but nevertheless
accurate, modeling exactly what occurs over an A-BFT period
and aggregating over k periods.

• We develop a simulator that implements the details of A-BFT
as defined in the standard, available to the community as
open-source [17], and use it to demonstrate the accuracy of
our analytical model (Section IV-A).

• We use our model to assess the performance of A-BFT
and find that a counter-intuitive quit-easily/be-lazy approach
by the stations leads to the best beamforming training
performance (Section IV-B). This finding demonstrates the
value of an analytical model at optimizing an 802.11ad
network deployment using the parameters provided by the
standard.

II. Context and problem statement

Channel access in 802.11ad is coordinated using a schedule
communicated by the access point (AP). Channel time is
divided into Beacon Intervals which in turn are subdivided
into access periods. As shown in Fig. 1, the first two access
periods are dedicated to beamforming training. First the
access point, during Beacon Transmission Interval (BTI),
transmits control packets in all possible directions while
stations receive in quasi-omnidirectional mode. The roles are
reserved during Access-Beamforming Training (A-BFT). The
Announcement Transmission Interval (ATI) is then used to
exchange management frames and schedule data communication
for the DTI period. Finally, the Data Transmission Interval
(DTI) is used for data and control frame exchange (Table I
summerizes the different acronyms).
Among the mechanisms introduced by 802.11ad, beam-

forming training is the most novel and, as a result, the least
understood. We focus on it in the following.

A. 802.11ad beamforming training

The 802.11ad physical layer defines a set of directional or
quasi-omnidirectional antenna radiation pattern called transmit
sectors or receive sectors. Beamforming training is the chal-
lenge of identifying, from the pre-defined set, the best transmit
and receive sectors for establishing a link between two devices.
To address this challenge, 802.11ad introduces the Sector

Level Sweep (SLS) [1]. It comprises 3 phases:
1) Initiator Sector Sweep (ISS) occurs during BTI. The AP

sends a beacon using each of its transmit sectors, including
in the beacon the sector id, while stations receive in quasi-
omnidirectional mode. A station receiving one or more

Fig. 1: IEEE 802.11ad beacon interval. A-BFT is composed
of several random-access SSW slots. A station gaining access
transmits multiple SSW frames, followed by a SSW-feedback
by the AP.

directional beacons can identify the best transmit sector the
AP should use to reach it.

2) Responder Sector Sweep (RSS) occurs during A-BFT.
Time is divided into slots (Fig. 1) shared by all the stations
through contention. A station gaining access to the medium
executes an RSS. It involves sending individual sector-level
sweep (SSW) frames on each of its transmit sectors while
the AP receives in quasi-omnidirectional mode. The SSW
frames feed back the transmit sector AP should use to reach
the station, identified in ISS, and enable the AP to identify
the best transmit sector the station should use to reach it.

3) Sector Sweep Feedback also occurs during A-BFT, every
time a station completes the transmission of its SSW frames.
It is a response from the AP to the station, indicating the
best transmit sector the station should use to reach it. An
RSS is deemed successful if by the end of the SSW slot
the station receives an SSW feedback.
In the next section, we focus on A-BFT, the non-trivial part,

protocol-wise, of the beamforming training.

B. Access-Beamforming Training (A-BFT)
As shown in Fig. 1, the A-BFT period is divided into a fixed

number of Sector-Level Sweep (SSW) slots1. Stations compete
for the available SSW slots to perform their Responder Sector
Sweeps (RSS). If more than one station execute their RSS
during the same SSW slot, collisions will occur at the AP,
which is receiving in quasi-omnidirectional mode. When an
RSS attempt fails, the station will have to retry. Two questions
emerge regarding the execution of RSS’s during A-BFT:
1) How does a station gain access to a SSW slot?
2) What happens when collisions occur?

IEEE 802.11ad addresses these questions using a two-level
medium access method. As depicted in Fig. 2, during A-BFT,
a station can be in one of the two states: Active, attempting

1For the remainder of the article we will use interchangeably the terms SSW
slot and slot, and the terms A-BFT period, A-BFT and period.
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TABLE I: BEAMFORMING ACRONYMS

Symbol Description
BI Beacon Interval
BTI Beacon Transmission Interval
A-BFT Access Beamforming Training
ATI Annoucement Transmission Interval
DTI Data Transmission Interval
SSW Sector Level Sweep
ISS Initiator Sector Sweep
RSS Responder Sector Sweep

Active state Idle state
fail & exceed

succeed

fail & exceed

backoffidle == 0

backoffidle > 0

Fig. 2: The two states of a station.

to execute its RSS using random access; Idle, attempting to
transition to active state by undergoing a separate random
access race. Let Ns be the number of SSW slots, medium
access in A-BFT obeys the following rules:
Rule 1 : At the start of an A-BFT period all active stations

attempt an RSS operation by uniformly choosing a
random backoff in [0, Ns − 1].

Rule 2 : At the end of each time slot all active stations
decrement their backoff counters even if the medium is
busy.

Rule 3 : If a station’s backoff counter is zero at the start of a
slot, the station can perform an RSS attempt.

Rule 4 : If a station fails its RSS operation in the current slot,
it tries again by choosing a random backoff from the
uniform random distribution [0, Ns − 1].

Rule 5 : If the current A-BFT ends before a station’s backoff
counter reaches zero, the backoff procedure is cancelled
and the station tries again in the following period.

Rule 6 : If MaxA successive attempts of the same RSS fail,
the station resets its failed attempt count and enters
Idle State.

Rule 7 : A station in idle state stops attempting to transmit
an RSS and enters a second backoff race. It chooses
another random backoff value from the uniform random
distribution [0,MaxI − 1], decremented at the end of
each A-BFT period, starting with the following beacon
interval.

Rule 8 : A station exits idle state and can attempt an RSS in
an A-BFT period only if its idle state backoff count is
zero at the start of that period.

Rule 9 : A station that succeeds its RSS attempt in an A-BFT
period can perform a new RSS in the following period.

A1 A2 A3 AMaxA−1 AMaxA

A
′

1 I1 I2 IMaxI−2 IMaxI−1

. . .

. . .

. . .

pfail1

psucc

pexceed1

pfail2

psucc

pexceed2

. . .

psucc

pexceed3

pfail(MaxA−1)

psucc

pexceed(MaxA−1)
pexceed(MaxA)

psucc

(1− r0)× pexceed1

r0 × pexceed1

psucc
pfail1

r1

1− r1

. . .

1− r2

r(MaxI−2)

1− r(MaxI−2)

1

×(1− r0)

×r0

Fig. 3: Markov Chain model for the Access-Beamforming
Training (A-BFT). A station can be in active state (A1, A2, ...)
attempting to succeed its RSS, or in Idle state (I1, I2, ...),
attempting to transition to active state.

C. Problem statement

Given the two-level channel access in A-BFT, the fundamen-
tal question becomes:

How long does it take for a station to succeed its RSS and,
therefore, complete its beamforming training?
Next, we address this question using an analytical model.

III. An analytical model for A-BFT

In this section, we consider an 802.11ad network with N
stations and Ns slots per A-BFT period and introduce an
analytical model for computing the time it takes for a station to
succeed its RSS (§ II-C). To this end, we introduce a discrete-
time Markov chain that models the A-BFT channel access rules
introduced in § II-B.

A. A Markov chain for A-BFT

Let MaxA be the maximum number of failed attempts
before a station enters idle state and, MaxI , the maximum
number of periods a station stays in idle state.

We define X(t) to be the random variable representing the
state (A1, ..., AMaxA, A

′

1, I1, ..., IMaxI−1) of a station in A-
BFT period t. A discrete time scale is adopted: t and t + 1
correspond to the beginning of two consecutive A-BFT periods.
A state Ik refers to a period where the station is idle and, states
Ak and A′1, a period where the station is active. Assuming
the probability of a successful RSS, psucc, is constant, we
can model the process {X(t), t ∈ N} with the discrete-time
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Markov chain depicted in Fig. 3. We describe each of its states
as follows:
• A station is in state A1 when it performs a new RSS or

after succeeding a previous one. A station is in state Ak if
it did not succeed its ongoing RSS for k − 1 periods since
the last time it became active. As long as the station has not
reached the maximum number of consecutive failed attempts,
MaxA, it transitions to state Ak+1 with a probability of
pfailk .
• If an active station exceeds MaxA consecutive failed

attempts k − 1 periods after the last time it became active,
the station becomes idle with probability pexceedk .
• A station that becomes idle uniformly picks a random number

between 0 andMaxI−1. It chooses 0 with probability 1−r0,
becoming active in the next period (state A′1). Otherwise, it
stays idle for at least one period (state I1), with probability
r0.
• If a station is idle for k > 0 consecutive periods (state Ik), it

stays idle in the next period with probability rk (state Ik+1),
where rk = 1− 1

MaxI−k , k ∈ [0,MaxI − 1]. A station that
stayed idle for MaxI consecutive periods becomes active
in the following period with probability 1 (state A′1).
• A station transitions to state A′1 after exiting an idle state Ik

or in one of the following situations: i) after becoming idle
in the same period or multiple periods since the RSS started
ii) after becoming active then failing MaxA attempts in
the same period. In these two cases, if the station picks 0
in the idle backoff window it ends up in state A′1, resuming
the same RSS – as opposed to state A1 in which the station
starts a new one.

B. Computing RSS success time and stationary distribution

The Markov chain in Fig 3 has a finite state space and is
ergodic. Therefore the steady-state distribution π exists and is
unique. Assuming M is the transition matrix, we find π by
numerically solving π = πM .
Let T1 = inf{t ≥ 1, X(t + u) = A1 | X(u) = A1} be

the random discrete variable representing the first return time
to state A1. The average number of periods before a station
succeeds its RSS corresponds to E(T1). State A1 is by definition
recurrent. Therefore, the expected first return time to state A1

– the RSS success time – can be simply derived using the
steady-state distribution π.

In the following, we compute the one-step transition proba-
bilities of our Markov chain.

C. Computing the transition matrix

Model Parameters: Computing the stationary distribution
requires the knowledge of the transition matrix. In this section
we will compute the one-step transition probabilities psucc,
pfailk and pexceedk .

Success in a period: Let Na be the number of active stations
in a period and S(Na) the discrete random variable representing
the number of successful RSS in a period with Na active

TABLE II: MODEL PARAMETERS

Symbol Description
N Total number of stations
Na Number of active stations
Ns Number of slots in an period
MaxA Max. number of consecutive failed attempts
MaxI Idle backoff window size
S Number of success in a period
X(t) State of station in period t
T1 Time of first return to A1

τsucc Success rate in a period
τidle Probability a station is idle
L Number of periods until station becomes idle
F (k) A station’s failed attempts after k periods
uk(t) P{F (k) = t}
R A station’s failed attempts in a period
R(j) A station’s failed attempts until slot j
Πn Probability of state (n1, .., nNs , nφ)

stations. The dependence in t is omitted. We define the success
rate in a period as

Tsucc(Na) =
E(S(Na))

Na
(1)

Let Tidle be the probability a station is in idle state. As per
rule Rule 6 (§ II-B), not all N stations contend in an A-BFT
period. Some stations can be in idle state. Thus, the number of
successful RSSs in a period depends on N −Na, the number
of stations in idle state. If we know the probability of a station
being in idle state, Tidle, and the success rate in a period with
Na active stations, Tsucc(Na), it is possible to compute the
success probability of an RSS as:

psucc =

N∑
i=1

(
N − 1

i− 1

)
(1− Tidle)i−1 Tsucc(i) T N−i

idle (2)

Failure and entering idle state: The probability of an active
station becoming idle in a given period depends on the number
of periods spent in active state (Rule 5) and the number of
its consecutive failed attempts (Rule 6). However, taking into
account these dependencies makes the problem of computing
the probability of a station becoming idle highly complicated.
Thus, we introduce an approximation:

Approximation : Our model assumes that the success of a
station’s RSS in an A-BFT period is independent of the number
of periods for which the station has been active. We assume
that it only depends on the number of active stations at the
beginning of the period and ignore the probability that a station
becomes idle before the end of a period. The impact of this
approximation on the precision of the end results (§ IV) is
small.
Let L be the random variable representing the number of

periods since the last time a station was active until it becomes
idle. L takes its values in [1,MaxA], {L = 1} beeing the
event according to which the station fails MaxA attempts in
the same period it became active (or the RSS started).
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Fig. 4: Final states: ni stations collide in slot i and contend
over the remaining Ns − i + 1 slots. A station that chooses
slot φ won’t succeed its attempt in the current period.

Using the above approximation, the conditional probability
of a station becoming idle (k − 1) periods since the last time
it became active can be computed as follows:
pexceedk = P{"fail" ∩ "MaxA attempts k periods later"}

= (1− psucc)× P{L = k}
(3)

The probability of a station in state Ak failing its RSS but
staying active in the following period is given by:

pfailk = P{"fail" ∩"MaxA attempts k periods later”}
= (1− psucc)× (1− P{L = k})

(4)

Therefore, constructing the transition matrix requires:
1) Tsucc, a station’s success rate in a period.
2) the PDF of L, the number of periods before entering idle.

1) Success rate in an A-BFT period: In this section, we
focus on what happens within one A-BFT period and propose
a theoretical model based on enumerative combinatorics to
find the law of S(Na), the number of successes in a period
with Na active stations.

Finding the success rate τsucc is about identifying how many
stations successfully performed RSS by the end of a period.
To do so, we introduce the virtual slot, a concept we use to
model how stations retry an RSS in a period.

The virtual slot φ:
According to rule Rule 4, if a station fails an RSS attempt,

it can attempt again in the same period. However, if there are
not enough slots, the RSS operation is postponed to the next
period – Rule 5. As depicted in Fig. 4, in this case, we can
imagine that, if by the end of A-BFT the station’s transmission
backoff counter does not reach 0, the RSS attempt will happen
in a virtual slot φ outside A-BFT. Slot φ is useful to keep
count of how many stations were not able to attempt again in
the same period.
At the beginning of a period, Na stations contend over

Ns slots by uniformly selecting a number in [0, Ns − 1].
We define the initial state of a period as being the way
stations are distributed among slots as a result of this uniform
random backoff. The space of all initial possible states is
{n = (n1, ..., nNs

)/
∑Ns

i=1 ni = Na}, where ni represents
the number of stations that chose slot i. This is the set of
weak compositions of Na into Ns parts, therefore,

(
Na+Ns−1

Na

)
possible initial states exist [18].

Let n = (n1, ..., nNs
, 0) be a possible initial state. As shown

in Figure 4, if multiple stations choose the same slot, i, a
collision occurs and they are distributed uniformly among
the remaining slots, including the virtual one. The resulting
intermediate state, n′, can be found using an iterative method
on the number of stations, ni, in slot i. If ni ∈ {0, 1}, we
simply get n′ = n. If ni > 1, let vj for j > i be the number
of colliding stations that pick slot j. We get:

n′j = nj 1 ≤ j < i

n′i = 0 j = i

n′j = nj + vj i < j ≤ Ns
n′φ = vφ∑Ns

j=i+1 vj + vφ = ni

This operation is carried out iteratively until the end of the
period. Note that the conflict is not resolved for slot Ns since
colliding stations in this slot have no chance of succeeding in
the ongoing period.

Let Ω be the space of all final states and, Πn, the probability
of final state n. To compute the number of successes in a
period, we need to construct all possible final states and count
how many slots have exactly one RSS attempt. Therefore, the
probability distribution of S(Na) is given by:


P{S(Na) = k} = 0, k > min(Ns, Na)

P{S(Na) = k} =
∑
n∈Ω∑Ns

i=1 1{ni=1}=k

Πn, k ≤ min(Ns, Na)

Πn = P{n = (n1, ..., nNs
, nφ)}, n ∈ Ω

(5)
From (1) and (5) it is possible to derive Tsucc(Na), the

success rate in a period . However, this requires the knowledge
of the final state space probabilities. To this end, we introduce
Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 Probability of final states

Ω← {n = (n1, ..., nNs , 0)/
∑Ns

i=1 ni = Na}
for each slot i ∈ [1, Ns − 1] do

for each state n in Ω do
Πn ← Probability of state n
if slot i has ni > 1 stations then
v ← distribute ni over Ns + 1− i remaining slots
n′ ← v + n
Πv ← Probability of state v
Πn′ ← Πn′ + Πn ×Πv

Remove n from Ω and add n′
Πn ← 0

end if
end for

end for
return Πn, n ∈ Ω

(i) It checks slot by slot for each state whether or not
multiple stations chose the same slot (ni > 1).
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(ii) If a collision occurs in slot i, the algorithm considers
all possible weak compositions v of ni stations into
Ns − i+ 1 slots.

(iii) It computes the probability Πv and saves the resulting
intermediate state.

(iv) After all collisions are resolved (slots 1 to Ns − 1), all
states in Ω become final states.

Using Algorithm 1 and Equation 5, we are able to compute Πn

for all possible final states and therefore deduce the success
rate in a period Tsucc(Na) with Na active stations.

2) Characterization of idle states: In this section, we
characterize the number of failed attempts of an RSS in a
period and extend it to k ≤MaxA periods.
Let ξ be a station’s count of the number of failed RSS

attempts. ξ is incremented by 1 when the ongoing RSS fails
and it is reset to 0 when it succeeds or when the station becomes
idle [1]. When ξ reaches MaxA, the station enters idle state
and reschedules an attempt for ulterior periods.

Let F (k) for k ∈ [1,MaxA] be the random discrete variable
representing the number of failed attempts of a given RSS k−1
periods since the last time the station became active. F (k) takes
values in [0,MaxA] and F (1) corresponds to the number of
failed attempts the station performed in the same period the
station became active (or started the RSS). The conditional
probability of an active station transitioning to idle (k − 1)
periods since the last time it became active, i.e. P{L = k}
can be derived by taking into account the fact that a station
attempts at least once in a period:P{L = k} = P{F (k)=MaxA}

1−
∑k−1

j=1 P{F (j)=MaxA}

P{L = 1} = P{F (1) = MaxA}
(6)

Clearly, by identifying the law of the number of failed RSS
attempts, we can deduce the probability distribution of L, the
number of periods after which an active station becomes idle.
The law of the number of RSS attempts in a period: Let

R be the discrete random variable representing the number
of failed attempts a station performs in a given A-BFT
period. And let R(j) be the stochastic process representing
the number of RSS attempts (1, ...,min(j,MaxA)) a station
performs between the first slot and slot j of the same period.
{R(j), j ∈ [1, Ns]} is a discrete-time finite-state Markov chain.
By analysing its probability distribution at instant j = Ns, we
can derive the probability distribution of R as follows:

P{R = t} = P{R(Ns) = t}, t = min(Ns,MaxA)

P{R = t} = 1−
Ns∑

j=t+1

P{R(j) = t+ 1}

−
t−1∑
i=1

P{R = i}, t < min(Ns,MaxA)

P{R = 1} = 1−
Ns∑
j=2

P{R(j) = 2}

(7)
Since an active station’s RSS attempt in a period is governed
by a uniform random backoff, the state probabilities of R(j)

are straightforward. From (7) we can fully characterize R.

slots per period (Ns) 8
max. attempt (MaxA) 8
idle backoff win. (MaxI) 8

TABLE III: A-BFT default parameters.

Fig. 5: Analysis vs. Simulation: The average number of A-BFT
periods until an RSS succeeds, E(T1).

The law of the number of RSS attempts after k periods:
Let uk(t) be the PDF of F (k) such that:

uk(t) = P{F (k) = t}, k ≤ t ≤MaxA (8)

Recognizing that F (1) = R, we get:{
u1(t) = P{R = t}
uk(t) = uk−1 ∗ u1(t)

(9)

where ∗ is the linear convolution operator and, u1(t), the
probability a station fails t attempts in the period it becomes
active (or starts the RSS). Using equations (5) to (9), we can
derive the probability distribution function of L.

IV. Performance Evaluation
The performance evaluation is organized in two parts. In

the first part, we use computer simulations to validate our
analytical model. In the second part, we assess the performance
of 802.11ad beamforming training using the analytical model.

A. Model Validation
Methodology: We conduct Monte Carlo simulations to

validate our mathematical model. To this end, we developed a
discrete-event time-driven custom simulator in Python that
implements the A-BFT medium access protocol [17]. It
closely follows the IEEE 802.11ad protocol details for each
independently transmitting station. For the experiments, we use
the default values recommended by the standard for the number
of slots per period, the maximum number of successive attempts
and the idle backoff window (see Table III). All simulation
results are obtained with a 95% confidence interval lower than
0.004. We consider the transmission channel ideal so that RSS
failures are due to collisions only. We model an RSS as a
single frame transmission occupying one slot. We abstract
the feedback mechanism (§ II) and instead keep count of the
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(a) Success rate: τsucc(Na) (b) L, the number of periods be-
fore station becomes idle

(c) Probability of success of an
RSS: psucc

(d) Probability a station is in idle
state: τidle

Fig. 6: Analysis vs. Simulation: Components of the model
using the standard’s default values.

number of colliding stations in each slot to determine RSS
failures.

Results: The objective of our model is to evaluate the average
number of A-BFT periods – equivalent to the number of beacon
intervals – until a station succeeds its Responder Sector Sweep
(RSS). Thus, we first focus on this metric.

Figure 5 shows the average number of periods until an
RSS succeeds (E(T1)) , as computed by our model and via
simulations. The data leads to two findings: First, which is
also the main objective of this experiment, data shows that the
analytical model is very accurate – analytical and simulation
results practically coincide. For high loads (16 < N < 24),
for example, the gap is less than 0.7 periods. However, a
second finding emerges: for dense networks, using the default
parameters recommended by the standard, it may take a station
over a dozen beacon intervals to successfully execute an RSS –
a relatively high number. We elaborate more on this in § IV-B.

Next, we focus on the different components of our analytical
model: the probability distribution of L, the success rate, τsucc,
the success probability of an RSS, psucc, and the probability
of a station being in idle state, τidle.

Figure 6 shows that the calculations of the analytical model
closely match what we observe in the simulations. In the case of
the probability distribution of L, Fig. 6b, and τidle, Fig. 6d, the
results show almost a perfect match. The difference observed
in Fig. 6a is due to the pessimistic approximation we use in our
model. Namely, we consider that the number of active stations
stays constant within the same A-BFT period. Thus, we do not
take into account the stations that reach the maximum number
of consecutive failed attempts and stop contending before the
period ends. As a result, the success rate given by our model

Fig. 7: The virtue of quiting easily: While the standard
recommends 8 as the default value for MaxA, quitting after
4 failures leads to succeeding significantly earlier in dense
networks.

Fig. 8: The virtue of being lazy: While the standard recom-
mends 8 as the default value for MaxI , staying idle for longer
leads to succeeding significantly earlier in dense networks.

is lower than that of the simulation for a high number of
nodes. It is interesting to point out that especially for a high
number of nodes Fig. 6c shows that the model’s calculation
of psucc matches better the simulations. This can be explained
by the fact that the model slightly overestimates τidle, Fig. 6d.
As τsucc and τidle both contribute to the value of psucc, the
model’s underestimation of the former is compensated by its
overestimation of the latter, leading to the observed result.

B. Assessing 802.11ad beamforming training
In this section, we use our model to analyze the performance

of the IEEE 802.11ad beamforming training and more specif-
ically the Access-Beamforming Training (A-BFT), its most
challenging component.
We consider the time it takes for a station to successfully

execute its Responder Sector Sweep (RSS) the key performance
metric of A-BFT. Therefore, we focus our attention on assessing
how the three A-BFT parameters –MaxA,MaxI , Ns – affect
this metric.
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Fig. 9: Performance of A-BFT as function of MaxI and
MaxA for dense networks (N > Ns). The Quit-easily/Be-lazy
approach offers the best performance.

Fig. 10: Increasing the period size leads to succeeding early.
However, it also reduces the time reserved for data transmission
(DTI) in each beacon interval.

Methodology: To assess the impact of the three A-BFT
parameters on its performance we proceed by first fixing the
values of two of the parameters to those recommended by the
802.11 standard. We then use our analytical model to compute
E(T1) for different values of the third parameter and different
numbers of stations. Recall from our Markov Chain, Fig. 3,
that T1 is the time of the first return to A1, the state to which
a station transitions after it succeeds its RSS.

Impact of MaxA: Figure 7 shows the number of A-BFT
periods necessary for a station to succeed its RSS as a function
of MaxA and the total number of stations. Two interesting
findings emerge. The first is counter-intuitive – for a high
number of stations, using a small MaxA, thus abandoning
the effort to transmit the RSS more easily and transitioning to
idle, leads to the quickest success. Second, we find that using
the standard-recommended value of 8 for MaxA increases by
almost 40% the time it takes for a station to succeed its RSS
in dense topologies.

Impact of MaxI: Figure 8 shows the number of A-BFT
periods necessary for a station to succeed its RSS as function
of MaxI and the total number of stations. The conclusions the

data point to follow a similar pattern with what we observed
in Fig. 7. Counter-intuitively, accepting to spend a longer time
in idle mode leads a station to succeed its RSS faster in denser
topologies. A MaxI of 16 divides by more than two the time
it takes for a station to succeed its RSS when compared with
using a MaxI of 4. Furthermore, the standard-recommended
value of 8 for MaxI is clearly not the best choice.

Quit-easily/Be-lazy: To further elucidate the findings above,
in Fig. 9 we depict the performance of A-BFT as function of
MaxA and MaxI for dense networks. The data shows that
indeed combining the smallest value of MaxA – Quit-easily –
with the highest value ofMaxI – Be-lazy – leads to the best A-
BFT performance. This seemingly counter-intuitive result can
be explained by a careful examination of the A-BFT medium
access rules (§ II-B). As per Rules 1 and 4, an active station
always backs off using Ns as contention window, a constant
value that does not adapt to congestion. When congestion does
occur (for N > Ns), this mechanism does nothing to relieve
it. Thus, retrying for a high number of times, a high MaxA,
is counterproductive. In idle mode, on the other hand, stations
back off using MaxI as contention window, Rule 7. A high
value of MaxI will relieve congestion. Therefore, a policy of
quiting active mode easily (small MaxA) and using a high
backoff value while in idle (high MaxI) leads to the best
A-BFT performance.

Impact of Ns: Finally, we assess the impact of the size of
A-BFT on its performance. Figure 10 shows that, as expected,
an A-BFT with a larger number of slots enables a station to
succeed its RSS faster. Note, however, that since the duration
of A-BFT period is proportional to Ns, any increase to Ns
will reduce the size of the Data Transmissions Interval (DTI),
significantly reducing the degree of liberty as to its duration.
MaxA and MaxI , on the other hand, only impact A-BFT,
making them the most useful parameters for optimizing its
performance.

V. Related Work
Evaluation of IEEE 802.11ad: As the first IEEE mmWave

technology available off-the-shelf, 802.11ad has been the
subject of multiple performance evaluation studies. A large
body of work makes use of off-the-shelf 802.11ad hardware
to carefully evaluate different aspects of the protocol and/or
networks constructed around it [6]–[12]. However, none of
these works have looked at the performance of A-BFT (access-
beamforming training).
Certain works [19]–[22] have introduced analytical models

to evaluate IEEE 802.11ad by extending the classic model
by Bianchi [?]. However, all these studies are focused on the
CSMA part of the DTI (data transmission interval). A-BFT
uses no carrier sensing and, thus, cannot be evaluated by
these models. Extending these works to model A-BFT is not
straightforward.
Evaluation of 802.11ad A-BFT: A few works have focused

on the evaluation of the A-BFT part of 802.11ad, however, it
has been mostly using simulations [13], [14]. To the best of
our knowledge, only [15], [16] introduce analytical models
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to study A-BFT. [15] analyzes the success probability of an
RSS. However, it makes several simplifying approximations
regarding the protocol: a) it assumes a station attempts at most
one RSS per A-BFT period, when according to the standard [1]
a station makes as many attempts as possible; b) it assumes
the size of A-BFT adapts to the number of stations when
according the standard it is fixed; c) it replaces the uniform
backoff procedure a station performs when entering idle state
with simply using its expected value. Our work makes no such
approximations. Furthermore, unlike our work, their model
cannot be used to study the average delay before a station
succeeds its RSS. The authors in [16] study the probability of
collision during A-BFT, however, it is limited to the case in
which the number of stations is lower than the number of time
slots in A-BFT. Our analytical model places no restriction on
the number of stations.

Evaluation of other wireless access protocols: There is a
rich literature on the performance of wireless access protocols,
some going back to the classic works on Aloha [23], from
which 802.11ad A-BFT was inspired. However, the introduction
by A-BFT of the dual active-idle race and the fact that A-BFT
is interrupted regularly by the other access periods, including
DTI, makes this prior research non applicable. For example,
[24] introduced a finite population model to evaluate the delay-
throughput performance under stable and unstable [25]–[27]
slotted Aloha channel conditions. However, the constant retry
probability assumption as well as the joint assumption on active
population size and transmission probability are not applicable
to A-BFT due to the idle states. The zero-order approximation
of the infinite population model in [23], [28], extended in [29],
describes the maximal capacity of a slotted Aloha channel based
on a Poisson arrival process. These assumptions, however, are
not valid for modeling medium access in the A-BFT because
the number of contending stations in the A-BFT is finite and
depends on the failure history.

VI. Conclusion
We presented an analytical model for assessing the perfor-

mance of beamforming training in 802.11ad networks. Our
model is simple yet models accurately the details of A-BFT, the
non-trivial part, protocol-wise, of the 802.11ad beamforming.
Once we demonstrated the accuracy of the model using a
simulator we have made available as open-source, we evaluated
the performance of A-BFT as a function of its three parameters.
Our results showed that a counter-intuitive, quit-easily/be-lazy
approach leads to the best beamforming training performance.
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